
 

 

200 South Street     FEE SCHEDULE 2014 

Douglas, MA 01516 
508.476.1317 
caballus@charter.net 

TRAINING & EAPD COACHING SESSIONS:  
 
FREE LANCE PRIVATE:  ……… $75 HOURLY 
 (1 - 1 1/2 HR. SESSIONS). Mileage fees may be added at the rate of $1.50 per mile over 10 to get to 
appointment. 
ON FARM PENZANCE PRIVATE:  (PENZANCE HORSE)   ……… $65 HOURLY (1 - 1/2 HR SESSIONS).  
 
FREE LANCE SEMI-PRIVATE:    ……… $65 HOURLY (1 - 1 1/2 HR. SESSIONS). Mileage fees may be added at 
the rate of $1.50 per mile over 10 to get to appointment. 
ON FARM SEMI-PRIVATE:  (PENZANCE HORSE)    ……… $55 HOURLY (1 - 1/2 HR SESSIONS).  
 
FREE LANCE GROUP:  3 ppl or more:   ……… $55 pp. HOURLY  Maximum of 6.  
ON FARM GROUP: (PENZANCE HORSES)  3 ppl or more:   ……… $45 pp. HOURLY Maximum of 6.  

DISTANT COACHING/COUNSELING ONLINE:    ……… $250 for 4 sessions 
 
INTEGRATIVE HOOFCARE INSTRUCTION:   
(Includes full tuition and registration to NHC101 Home Study Course which must be reviewed 
PRIOR to practicum training.) PENZANCE Horse or Your Own Horse 
 
PRIVATE HOOFCARE INSTRUCTION:    ……… $350 PER DAY  (10 am - 4 pm)  
SEMI-PRIVATE HOOFCARE INSTRUCTION:     ……… $300 PP. PER DAY  
3 person HOOFCARE INSTRUCTION:     ……… $275 PP. PER DAY  
     
INTEGRATED BODY WORK:    ……… $75 per session  
(+ Travel charges if applicable.)  
 
INTEGRATIVE HOOFCARE:   
 
EVALUATIONS & CONSULTATIONS:    ……… $75 per hour  
 (+ Travel charges if applicable.) 
 
HOMEOPATHIC CONSULTS:     ……… $150 initial consult & one followup. 
This entails going over horse's history, diet, husbandry/management etc. in detail (I'll send a form for 
you to complete and you'll answer in detail then return to me via email attachment.), research into your 
horse's individual constitutional needs, recommendations as to what remedy is suggested along with 
other complementary herbs, foods, changes in management that might be effective for your horse, 
phone calls (totaling up to 1 hour) when needed (all other communication is through confidential email), 
and resources as to where to purchase the prescribed remedies and herbs.  It also includes a 'distant 

mailto:caballus@charter.net


healing' session in the form of Quantum Touch/Energy work and should I receive anything from your 
horse in terms of communications then I will include that in my workup to you. The followup will include 
whatever additional recommendations might be determined after the initial treatment.   
 
 
PHOTO HOOF EVALUATIONS:   ……… $75 initial eval. with followup review.  
 
SPEAKING & DEMO ENGAGEMENTS:   ……… $350  
 
WORKSHOPS & CLINICS:   
Arranged per individual event.  
(Travel fees may be incurred.)  
      **On Farm Workshops and clinic fees will be posted per event. 

DISTANT HEALING:      ……… $75 per session 

COMMUNICATION:      ……… $75 per session 


